Club Christmas function
This year’s Christmas function and Trophy Awards will be held
on 5 December at Capers Cafe, 272 Broadway Avenue,
Palmerston North.
Come and enjoy a delicious two course buffet.
2 Meat selection and Roast Vegetables
Dessert
Tea and Coffee
The cost is $20.00 per person
Meet at the Café 5.30 pm for dining at 6.00 pm
The Café is fully licenced and is BYO for wine only ($5.00
corkage applies per bottle)
There are limited seats, so please confirm with payment to
avoid disappointment.
The committee requires confirmed numbers with payment
by Friday 27 November.
Payment can be made either directly into the Club
Account - Westpac A/c 03 1522 0020708 00 Palmerston
North Aeroneers - using your surname as a reference, or
to a committee member.
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“Like” and “follow” us on facebook.

f
Club B.B.Q. lunch
B.Y.O. everything! Food, Drink, Plane.
Saturday 28th, November, 10 – 2pm
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CAPTAINS’ CORNER
The flying field paddock has been cleared of stock to
grow the grass for next year’s winter feed.
Please observe the following:
1. Keep vehicles as close to the access track as possible
2. Park vehicles by backing in and driving out onto the access track – don’t loop behind
other parked vehicles
3. When walking to and from the pits area, use the designated mown pathways
4. Keep foot traffic to a minimum on all other grass area’s
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FROM OUR MEMBERS

With the “All Blacks” winning the world cup for the third time and the second time in a row
at the beginning of the month…
1st, November, 2015. All Blacks 34 – Wallabies 17
…for those of you that didn’t know, I thought it would be quite timely to do and article on one
of Richie McAwesomes other passions – gliding
Scott Kara, The New Zealand Herald Sunday, 25 October 2009
All Black captain, Richie McCaw tells Scott Kara about the other love of his life.
You'd think the tow rope would be a bit thicker. The thin white line snaking across the ground
between the glider and the plane looks more like a flimsy bit of string than a robust cable.
"Yeah, sometimes they snap, but there's plenty of runway to play with," says glider pilot
Richie McCaw in his casual drawl.
That's the All Black captain wedged into the seat in front of me, making light of the tow rope
that's about to haul us 1000-or-so metres into the air above the beautiful mountains, valleys,
and plains of the McKenzie Country in North Otago.
It's too late to freak out though. The glider — a $250,000 space age-looking thing — trundles
along the grass runway at Omarama Airfield behind the tow plane, its long, slender wings
flexing slightly with the bumps and then, lift off. We follow the plane, the tow rope straining
and then relaxing, as we get steadily higher. Almost immediately after McCaw detaches the
tow rope with a loud snap and clunk, he asks if I want to do a 360 degree loop.
I'd seen him do two during a practice run earlier, and it made me squirm just watching it from
the ground. I'm terrified of heights and not a great fan of flying (although I've never let it get in
the way of me going anywhere), so now that we're more than a kilometre up in the air I have
no qualms about politely chickening out in front of the All Blacks' captain. "I don't know Richie.
I might pass, eh? This is a big move for me just being up here," I say, meekly.
He's okay with it, and recounts a story about flying here with his dad when he was a young
fella. "When I was about 8 or 9, my dad and I got reasonably high, about 8000 feet [2400m],
and Dad said, 'Right, do you want to do a loop?' And we just did about a dozen, all the way
down ready to land.
"I love that sort of stuff, it's a bit like a rollercoaster. As you pull through you get a bit of G
[force], then you see the ground come around. It's a bit like doing wheelies, I guess," he
laughs.
Flying or, more specifically, gliding, is McCaw's other sporting passion besides rugby. He
stars in the new Discovery Channel series, Sportstar Insider, hosted by Australian rugby
league great-turned-TV host Andrew "ET" Ettingshausen, which looks at the science and
know-how behind extreme sports like acrobatic flying, big wave surfing, and free diving.
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A few years ago McCaw played a part in inspiring the idea for the series, after convincing
Mandy Pattinson, the head of the Discovery network in Australia and New Zealand, to do a
show about gliding. "I chewed her ear off about it," he says. Earlier this year they filmed
McCaw at Omarama for the show, which screens on November 5.
This tiny little junction town, on State Highway 8 about two hours' drive north of Queenstown,
is a world famous gliding spot. Its unique mix of landscape, wind and beautifully hot and
sunny weather during the summer months combine to create ideal gliding conditions. Put
simply, the climate around Omarama creates "thermals", gliding speak for the vertical updrafts that give the gliders lift. When you go through them you feel a short, shuddering bump.
Another key feature of this area is how the wind hurtles over the Southern Alps from the west,
creating a "standing wave" on the lee side — that's the sheltered side — of the alps. When
conditions are right, lenticular clouds form and the glider can run along the front of these
clouds at a fast rate of knots and at high altitudes.
"The perception people have is that you just float around and it's relaxing. And it is relaxing,
but figuring out how to stay up there is the hard part," says McCaw. "You're using the
atmosphere, the wind, and whatever the sun is doing, and you have to learn how to use those
elements to stay up in the air — and then be able to go somewhere. That's the real art and
sport of gliding, I reckon."
For something that doesn't have a motor, a glider can cover extreme distances — and soar at
heights of up to 6000m. Two of McCaw's favourite runs are to head 100km north to the
Tasman Glacier and Mount Cook ("Soaring the face of Mt Cook. That's pretty awesome"), or
to go 100km west to Mt Aspiring and take a run down the Mt Brewster glacier.
"The real intrigue I've got for it is every time you go out it's different. With power flying you turn
your engine on and go somewhere. Whereas with this, you are on a mission to get
somewhere, but you may not get there, and you may not get home. But that's what it's all
about."
At the airfield today, it's cold, grey, and threatening rain. But McCaw and Gavin Wills, his
gliding instructor, mentor and owner of GlideOmarama, don't look too worried. It might not be
scenic soaring weather but "we'll get up." And a few hours later, true to form, a big blue hole
appears in the sky, making a perfect gliding arena — for novices who are scared of heights
like me, at least. We're off to find some thermals.
Flying is in the McCaw family's blood. His grandfather was a fighter pilot in World War II, flying
Typhoons, Tempests and Hurricanes; his dad, Don, and his two uncles fly gliders and McCaw
has loved flying since "before I can remember."
He's had a licence to fly fixed-wing aircraft since the early 2000s — he flew to Omarama from
Christchurch in his little plane to meet us here today — and did his first solo glider flight in
2005. The old family farm in the Hakataramea Valley, where Richie grew up — about 50km
from Omarama — had an airstrip, from which the North Otago Gliding Club operated. "I used
to jump in the back of the tow plane with Dad and loved it. I guess that's where I got the bug. I
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just loved it and I knew it was something I was always going to do. Dad and I talk more about
flying than we do rugby," says McCaw.
There are similarities between the two sports, he says. "Gliding is about being aware. Aware
of where things are, the conditions, and it's about being able to process all that, I suppose
that's what you do in rugby."
"The McCaws," says Wills, who has known the family for years, "are more famous in gliding
than that other thing they do." It's obvious Wills is biased towards gliding, but he reckons
McCaw has the potential to be a better glider pilot than rugby player. "He has this situational
awareness. He sees clouds, assesses the situation, asks questions if he needs to, then
goes."
He describes his famous protege as thoughtful, determined, and competitive. But "humble" is
the description he offers up last: "His ego is tucked back there somewhere, which is rare for a
rugby player."
He's right. McCaw is a laid-back country boy. Before we take off he chats keenly about the
glider, explaining all the little instruments in the cockpit, when you might need oxygen
(thankfully we won't be going that high). And he gleefully points out the single linchpin that
fixes the wings to the glider's body. Apparently you can dismantle them and put them in a
trailer if need be.
The only time he's a little reticent is when talk turns to rugby. The All Blacks' patchy
performances this year have meant an especially challenging season for the captain, even
rivalling the failed 2007 World Cup bid. "There is a bit of pressure on, and first of all you have
to get your own game right, and then help the team. I love challenges in life and this year has
certainly been a challenge. And, you know, we're playing against some pretty good teams.
"There are going to be times when it's not that easy, but you've got to keep belief in what
you're doing, and if you start doubting yourself and what you're doing then you're never going
to get it right."
You can hardly blame McCaw for being less enthused by rugby when he's in Omarama. This
airfield, which is deserted today but gets overrun with local and overseas enthusiasts during
the summer months, is his escape. "The people here don't care too much about rugby," he
says.
"On the airfield a lot of them watch the rugby but they don't get carried away with it. Coming
here, you fit in with what they are doing and you're not the centre of attention. I learned off
these guys. So you get back here and forget about things for a bit and have some fun. That's
what it's all about. If you have a weekend here you get home refreshed. If you don't have
these sorts of outlets you'd go nuts."
And Omarama holds some fond memories for him. He used to spend school holidays here at
the campground and these days he and his folks own a house here. "This valley is where I
grew up and now it's my holiday joint where I come to have fun."
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Back up high in the sky, we haven't had much luck finding quality thermal action. But still,
McCaw tries to coax some action out of the atmosphere by spiralling around and around. As
he does this I look out across my shoulder, down the long flexing wing, and it's as if I'm
horizontal to the ground. I'd heard how gliding was all about silent flight — and up here, as
you drift, glide and soar, it's serene with only a faint whirring sound working its way into the
cramped cockpit.
Surprisingly, today's soaring experience is far less harrowing than the erratic turbulence I'd
experienced during the flight from Auckland to Queenstown the day before. But, sadly, the
conditions today are a "dead dog", reckons McCaw, so we head for home. As we swoop in to
land, the rusty barbed wire fence at the end of the runway looks a little closer than one might
wish, but he lands it like a magic carpet in the middle of the grassy field.
"I suppose that was a boring flight for you?" I ask him. "Nah. I just love being up there. It's the
closest thing to having wings on your back."
GUIDE TO GLIDING
Gliding is about more than just getting towed up into the air and drifting back down. It's about
seeking out thermals, getting lift, soaring, charging into lenticular clouds, and then riding them
as far as you can. It also helps if you've got a land form like the Southern Alps to help create a
unique soaring environment.
The basics: "Your engine is the atmosphere," says Gavin Wills, Richie McCaw's gliding
instructor. "We boil it down to being simply a function of the sun, the wind and the terrain.
That's the guts of it. The glider pilot has to learn how the atmospheric engine works and then
experience it in all its glory and wildness."
Thermals: The hot and sunny climate of Omarama is ideal for creating these vertical updrafts
of warm air that give gliders lift. Once pilots finds a thermal they can fly in circles within the
thermal and gain altitude before flying on.
The Southern Alps: "Because there are oceans either side of the alps," says Wills, "when the
hot air rises in the mountains, it draws the sea air in forming convergence fronts — similar to
a cold front on the weather map — which create long bands of lift [lenticular clouds] that run
up and down the South Island. One can fly very long distances

- Scott B
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How the “Flying Wing” and Valkyrie” provided the segue
for the B1 “Lancer”: A tale of three aircraft programs.
By George A. Haloulakos, MBA, CFA
November 7, 2014
Two major experimental aircraft programs – the Northrop YB49 Flying Wing and North
American XB70 Valkyrie – had a material impact on transforming the B1 Lancer from
cancellation (1977) back into mass production (1981).
Part 1: The Northrop YB49 Flying Wing
The Northrop YB49 Flying Wing was a jet-powered strategic bomber that first flew in 1947
and was designed for service in the USAF. This futuristic aircraft provided the template for the
Northrop B2 Spirit stealth bomber that entered service in the early 1990s.

But in the late 1940s and early 1950s, high-altitude and high speed were the preferred
characteristics for a strategic bomber, and the Flying Wing was designed for low-altitude
flying for penetration into enemy territory and had a maximum speed of 495 miles per hour. In
retrospect, the Flying Wing was well ahead of its time, reflecting the ingenuity and
entrepreneurship of Northrop’s technology trailblazing founder and leader, Jack Northrop. The
Flying Wing had control and stabilization difficulties that decades later would be solved by “fly
by wire” and “computer generated artificial stability” technologies, culminating with
development and deployment of the aforementioned the B2 Spirit.
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While these technological issues were significant and reasonable for passing over the Flying
Wing in favor of the more conventional propeller driven Convair B36 Peacekeeper, there were
back-room dealings and political gamesmanship involved with this decision. These political
maneuverings and their outcome would later play an important role in the B1 Lancer story. In
a 1979 videotaped news interview, Jack Northrop publicly stated that Northrop’s YB49 Flying
Wing program was cancelled in 1950 by USAF Secretary Stuart Symington because Northrop
refused to comply with Mr. Symington’s recommendation that Northrop merge with competitor
Convair. According to Mr. Northrop, Convair’s financial terms for the merger were not
equitable. Concurrently, Convair had very strong lobbyists in Washington, DC, while
Northrop’s independent nature often conflicted with the political deal-making endemic to the
nation’s capital.
As a result, despite its obsolete World War II-era design, the Convair B36 Peacekeeper
prevailed in securing a mass-production order for USAF deployment during the Truman
Administration.

Shortly thereafter, following his resignation as USAF Secretary, Mr. Symington was named
President of Convair! The reader is left to his or her own judgment regarding conflict of
interest and the role of political wheeling and dealing in this matter, but there is still more to
this story. While still holding his post as USAF Secretary, Mr. Symington ordered all the Flying
Wing air frames destroyed [they were chopped up and shredded onsite in plain sight of
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Northrop employees] AND he refused the Smithsonian’s request that the USAF donate one of
those aircraft to the museum for its collection of Northrop’s pioneering aircraft. For this reason
there is no full-scale version of Northrop’s original all-wing aircraft for study and research. It is
self-evident that this was, and is, a loss for aviation history as well as for scientific research
and development. While Northrop retained the original YB49 flight test data, an important
asset was forever lost as political deal making prevailed over the preservation of advanced
aviation design for all generations. Northrop was awarded a very small, low profile production
contract for its F89 Scorpion fighter as compensation for cancellation of the Flying Wing.

But the opportunity cost associated with the willful and intentional destruction of the Flying
Wing by vindictive political opponents was recognized as a setback for aviation and scientific
progress. Consequently, such actions were not repeated with later generations of strategic
bombers, and this would ultimately help provide the necessary window of opportunity for the
B1 to continue its research and flight test work following its initial cancellation. During those
continuing research and flight tests, the B1 was reconfigured and upgraded from its initial B1A
model to the B1B, enabling it to be transformed into a most versatile, formidable aircraft.
Part 2: The North American XB70 Valkyrie
During the 1950s, the Boeing B52 Stratofortress succeeded the Convair B36 Peacekeeper as
the primary USAF long-range bomber.

The rationale for manned bombers even as Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles (ICBMs) started
to account for a larger percentage of total US strategic weapons was the ability to remain in
the air at a long distance from their bases (thereby reducing their vulnerability to sneak
attack). High altitude and high speed continued to be emphasized to provide greater flexibility
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and elusiveness in combat. The North American XB70 Valkyrie, designed for high altitude
(77,000+ feet) and high speed (2000+ miles per hour), was thought to be a logical successor
to the B52.

While lacking the range and payload of the B52, the Valkyrie’s high performance was viewed
as a reason for its deployment. However, during the late 1950s and early 1960s, USSR
surface-to-air missiles and interceptor aircraft reached a stage of development where they
could neutralize high-altitude / high speed long-range bombers. On this basis, the value of the
XB70 was severely limited as a mass-produced, front-line combat aircraft and by the end of
the Eisenhower Administration had fallen out of favor.
In 1961, the Kennedy Administration cancelled mass production of the XB70 deeming it as
unnecessary, uneconomical and lacking penetration capability into strengthened enemy air
defenses. However, unlike the Flying Wing cancellation of 1950, it was recommended that the
XB70 Valkyrie be continued for advanced research into aerodynamics, propulsion and other
subjects related to large supersonic transports. Thus the Valkyrie could serve as a process
driver for both advanced military and civilian jet aircraft. In other words, a positive economic
return would be accrued in a research rather than combat role. The needless destruction of
an asset having both scientific and military worth was avoided, thereby setting a precedent for
future military aircraft projects. This proved to be a saving grace for the B1 when it was
initially cancelled in 1977 by not only providing a rationale for continuing research and test
flights but also building an informational foundation transferrable to later generation of bomber
aircraft. Eventually, two XB70 aircraft were developed for multiple test flights with the data
and material from these tests later being used for the later B1 program! One of the XB70
aircraft crashed in 1966, with the second retired in 1969 so that it would be on permanent
display in a museum. Unlike the Flying Wing, the Valkyrie was allowed to continue, albeit in a
research rather than combat role. As such the XB70 helped advance aerodynamics and
propulsion technology. Moreover, when it fulfilled its research mission, the Valkyrie was made
available for future generations to study as a static museum display.
Part 3: Lessons Learned From the Flying Wing and Valkyrie
There are two major lessons to be taken from these high-tech aircraft programs. First,
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continued research and flight tests rather than abrupt cessation of an advanced jet aircraft
program expands the frontier of knowledge so that it creates far-ranging applications in
commercial and military venues. This also gives flexibility to restart a program when new
advancements create a significant competitive advantage in a combat role. Essentially, this is
what occurred with the B1 as its “B1B” version ultimately proved to be vastly improved over its
“B1A” version because of improved firepower, survivability, economy, flexibility and
versatility.

This was made possible by the advancements during 1977-80 that led to its restart in 1981.
The second lesson is that decisions concerning strategic military aircraft must be viewed not
merely in financial or political terms, but how the possibility of eventual deployment can affect
the enemy and give our nation flexibility and strength. Abrupt cancellation of an advanced
military aircraft can be misinterpreted by the enemy as a signal of retreat. Indeed, it is more
advantageous to always leave open the possibility of its deployment with the view that
ongoing research and testing will further upgrade its combat capability. Even if that aircraft is
not deployed in its original version, its presence allows for our nation to maintain initiative and
be in a decisive, offensive posture rather than a passive, defensive stance.
A Happy Ending After All
With the precedents set by the YB49 Flying Wing and XB70 Valkyrie programs, the Carter
Administration permitted continuation of research and flight tests for four B1A prototypes. By
1981, when the Reagan Administration took office, the B1A had been totally transformed into
the B1B, an entirely different aircraft versus its earlier version. While lacking the speed of the
B1A, the B1B proved to be a superior aircraft because it now featured stealth characteristics
plus low terrain flying that meant greater survivability, penetration capability, increased
versatility (including deployment onto shorter runways) and much longer service life because
it could be integrated into a wider array of missions and strategies versus the B52 and
predecessor strategic bombers. The lessons of the past, namely the Flying Wing and
Valkyrie, were successfully incorporated into not only maintaining the B1 on life support but
upgrading it for future generations.
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- Scott B
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HOW TO…
5 Unique Uses for Clothespins that are bound to please
her.

The ordinary clothespin can do a lot more than hold sheets on a dryer line! Here are five of
our favourite RC uses for them

.
CLIP TIP
For electric RC pilots, keeping track of battery status at the field can be a challenge. It is easy
to lose track of which packs have been discharged and which ones are ready to go. To solve
this problem, get some wooden clothespins and paint some of them red and some of them
green. When you remove the spent battery pack from an airplane, attach a red pin to its lead.
When you have recharged the battery pack, remove the red clothespin and replace it with a
green clothespin. You’ll never install a dead battery again.
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CLOTHESPIN CLAMP
It can be tough to securely clamp a shallow-angle glue joint. To make a clamp that won’t shift,
cut off the ends of a standard clothespin’s jaws (where the taper ends). Through each end,
drill a small hole just big enough to seat a pin, tack, or small nail. Position the pins
approximately 1/8 inch to the inside of the clothespin’s pegs. When you clamp the clothespin
onto the joint, the pins will bite into the wood and prevent the clamp from shifting as the glue
dries.

SOLDERING CADDY
here’s a great little soldering caddy that’s made from a wooden box such as the ones once
used for candies or cigars. I take the box (it can have either a hinged or sliding lid) and mount
several clothespins around the top. Next, to prevent splintering, I pre-drill a hole in the base of
each clothespin and then screw it to the top of the box in any arrangement that fits my needs.
The one shown will accommodate different soldering situations, and the screw in each
clothespin lets me reposition or easily replace the pin. The box can also store your soldering
iron, heat sink and solder.
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BRISTLE BUDDY
When you soak brushes in thinner, try using a clothespin to grip the paintbrush, then rest it on
the edge of a small jar, so the bristles hang clear of the bottom. This will prevent the bristles
from bending and getting damaged from the sediment in the bottom of the jar.

LOCK DOWN
In the past, I have been plagued by broken servo gears caused when I’ve bumped the control
surface against a hard object while carrying the airplane. So, I took a clue from the full-sized
aircraft control surface arrestors and made a model version out of plastic clothespins and
some self-adhesive neoprene weather stripping. Two short neoprene strips are taped to the
inside of the clothespin jaws. Now just clamp them to the control surface and any solid part of
that surface to prevent that surface from moving.
- Scott B
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CLUB NIGHT
Octobers club night was a great event at Avcraft engineering at Taonui airfield, Feilding.
Thanks to Matt for showing us around the business that he (and his team) have built up over
the past few years. Great to see that international business will locate and do well in small
town Manawatu.

- Bruce F
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GLIDER
Glider Report
2-metre Competition
Sunday 1 November 2015
Thirteen members turned up for the final 2-metre Glider event for 2015 to be greeted by
excellent gliding conditions on a warm spring day. Lift was there to be found throughout most
of the morning, but some were unlucky enough to launch directly into sink, resulting in
disappointing times for them. Unfortunately, Peter struck gear failure on his third flight
resulting in a spiral dive and crash which severely damaged his Vista, while Bruce McKay
broke his tail feathers in a hard landing during the 2nd round and had to pull out of the 3rd
round. Alva Brickhill brought along a surprise in the form of a mountain bike which was put
into service immediately to aid bungee retrieval. This resulted in three rounds being
completed in record time. After a demo by Alva three other members tried their hand, or
should I say their legs, and found that the pull on the bungee was more than they had
bargained for. There was a brief discussion on the possible purchase of a powered scooter
for next year’s events.
Results:
Scott Benjamin
Wayne Bilham
Alva Brickhill
Merv Matthews
Mike Randell
Bruce Fryer
Greg Findon
Kevin Burrows
Bruce Woodfield
Brian Dickons
Bruce McKay
Peter Vining
Fleming Ravn

2:55/50
3:00/50
2:14/.50
2:19/50
2:55/50
2:48/2:45/50
2:51/3:01/50
3:04/2:57/50
3:03/50
2:22/50

3:59/50
3:59/50
3:52/50
3:29/50
3:31/50
2:22/50
3:58/4:06/2:49/50
4:15/4:06/2:19/50
2:02/50

4:59/50
4:50/50
5:08/50
5:07/4:45/50
5:03/50
3:54/3:15/50
2:46/1:56/DNF
1:15/crash
1:57/-

863
859
808
791
771
707
687
650
614
517
511
491
481

Next event – 7th February 2016.
Merv
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RADIAN
So it was a long weekend (Labour weekend) but I thought there might have been a few more
participants than 3. Then again, everyone probably had the same idea as me and got out of
town. With going to the Coromandel I would have liked a fine weekend but it sounds as
though there was much more sun shine at this end of the island. Thanks very much to Bruce
Fryer for running the competition for me, Scott B.
Target
Pilot
Merv Mathews
Bruce Fryer
Fleming Ravn

7
Minutes Seconds Target
4 59
6 54
2 59

50
25
50

Points
349
439
229

7
Minutes Seconds Target
4 38
4 35
2 59

25
25

Points
303
300
179

7
Minutes Seconds Target
6 11
4 23
2 32

50
25

Points

TOTAL

PLACINGS

421
288
152

1073
1027
560

1
2
3

Disclaimer; Not a photo from labour weekend.
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VINTAGE
Vintage, 8th November, 2015
A sunny morning with a light westerly breeze saw 8 flyers compete in the final vintage event
of the year. Tha light breeze had a habit of increasing during landings, causing most to land
short of the bonus point marker. Only 2 fliers managed all 3 bonus point landings, Bruce
Mckay and Brian Dickens.
Bruce Mckay was the winner on the day, dropping only 7 seconds across the 3 rounds. This
consistant performance saw him edge out Mike for 3rd place overall in this years competition.
See you all at the prizer-giving and for the first Vintage competition of the new year on
February 14th, 2016.
Thanks to all the Vintage flyers and time-keepers etc. it has been a fun year flying Vintage,
lots of laughs and finger pointing with the “serious” competition!
Phillip.
Name

Model

Round 1

Round 2

Round 3

TOTAL

Bruce Mckay

Red Zephyr

3.00+20

3.03+20

2.56+20

593

Tama Randell

Junior 60

3.00+20

3.03+20

3.02

575

Phil Pearpoint

Junior 60

3.02+20

3.00+20

2.45

563

Brad Pearpoint

Trenton terror

3.02

3.01

3.01+20

556

Brian Dickens

Junior 60

3.27+20

2.44+20

2.50+20

547

Merv Mathews

Ma’amseille

2.38+20

3.09

3.04+20

545

Flemming Ravn

Kloud king

3.05+20

3.13+20

2.30

532

Mike Randell

Junior 60

2.53

2.44

2.55

512
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2015 Vintage final results
Phil Pearpoint

3393

Tama Randell

3386

Bruce Mckay

3000

Mike Randell

2948

Brian Dickens

2628

Flemming Ravn

2512

Brad Pearpoint

2348

Merv Mathews

2262

Bruce Woodfield

2149
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TOMBOY

Tomboy Report Sun. 8 Nov.15 30sec. Motor Run, Last Down Wins the day!
Hesitant start here initially for the final contest of the season at only one flyer (Tama) turning
out, but no worries, eventually four more volunteers keen to test themselves and their A/C
against all opposition, turned up at the launch point.
Fairly good weather conditions meant we were soon up and away flying.
Flemings T/Bird gave a fine display of impromptu aerobatics during round 2 (missed
everybody though) and Bradleys T/Bird - obviously a bit overcome by the company - it found
itself in decided to stick close to its pilot!
Results for day only

Round 1

Round 2

Round 3

11 - Tama Randle

16

13

13DNF

2 - Wayne Bilham

5

16

16

5 - Peter Vining

2

5

5

13 - Fleming Ravn

13

11

2

16 - Bradley Pearpoint

11

2

11
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Final results for contest will be posted by Bruce L/M who at present is away on an inspection
tour of America! Due to be returning soon I’m advised. Next contest begins in February 16 – I
think - so that leaves plenty of time for refurbishment and etc.
In the meantime it’s ‘Finished with engines from me’ and ‘Compliments of the season’ to you
all.
Cheers Brian.
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EDITORS NOTES
I have been toying with the idea of changing the dates of “Servo chatter”. As of next year I
would like to change the dates;
From;
18th – articles due
20th – Newsletter published
To;
Last day of month – articles due
1st of month - Newsletter published
I thought this might
1. Simplify things so people do not have to “think” about what dates things happen and…
2. Cover a true calendar month for the articles, views and results that happen in any
particular one.
If anyone has any views, comments or suggestions on this please let me know, otherwise the
last “servo chatter” for this year will be out on the 20th December, 2015 and the first one for
next year will be published on 1st February, 2016.

I have been lucky enough to be involved and invited to a few slope soaring events over the
last couple of months and here are a few photos from those moments. Heights Road,
Shannon and Kahuterawa Road, Linton. Both days and locations have been exceptional and
I look forward to spending some more time on top of the Manawatu ranges with like-minded
people taking in some of the countrys best scenery doing something I enjoy
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Results on the website.
Thanks to a spreadsheet that our Club Captain, Greg Findon has made, I am slowly compiling
the list of this years Glider, Tomboy, Radian and Vintage results. These are/will be on the
website under;
Club special interests - (S.I.G.) – results
I am only able to do the results that I can get from past newsletters, if there are any missing
that anyone has the results for, I am happy to put them up if they can be sent to me.
I will endeavour to update the historic ones as soon as I can but will update next years (2016)
as soon as the results get sent to me. There might also be a “Y.T.D.” sheet so people can
keep a track of how they are doing during the year.

This is your paper!
Please keep sending in your articles over the summer break there will be one more newsletter
this year on 20.12.15 and then the first one for next year will be 1.2.16.
Without our members input this would just be a results newsletter. Have your say, send
something in.
Thanks, Scott Benjamin
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COMING UP…
Club Events Check: http://www.aeroneers.com/apps/calendar/
November 2015
28th Club B.B.Q.
29th Cub and Sport Flying
December 2015
Every Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday – Sport flying from 9am - 6pm
3rd Committee meeting
5th Club Xmas function at Capers cafe. 5:30pm
January 2016
Every Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday – Sport flying from 9am – 4pm
Febuary 2016
7th Glider
14th Tomboy
21st Combat
25th Club night
28th Radian
March 2016
20th Open day

Indoor will be back in 2016.
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COMMITTEE
Club hats and shirts are now available, see a committee member for details.

Hat - $15
Shirt - $30

Your typical fisherman “Gilligan” style.
They are 100% Dri-zone polyester, anti-snag and moisture wicking, UPF rating
50+.
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Opinions expressed in this publication are those of each contributor only.
The Editor and Committee reserve all right in respect of submitted material. Contributors are
reminded that the deadline for publication is the 18th of each month.
Club Address:
Club Website:
Club email:

P.O. Box 800, Palmerston North, New Zealand
http://www.aeroneers.com
aeroneers@aeroneers.com

Title

Name

Phone

Email

President

Greg Findon

06 356 1571

president@aeroneers.com

Vice President

Bruce Woodfield

029 357 8039

vicepresident@aeroneers.com

Treasurer

Nigel Langford

06 353 0590

treasurer@aeroneers.com

Secretary

Necia Parker

06 354 5972

secretary@aeroneers.com

Club Captain

Bruce Fryer

06 323 7122

Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com

Webmaster /
Editor
Member

Scott Benjamin

027 248 1971

editor@aeroneers.com

Peter Vining

027 443 2378

Club Subs
Family $140.00
Senior $135.00

Junior (under 18) $40.00
Associate $40.00
Associate (Flying) $80.00

Subs are per annum.


Please pay to Nigel Langford & advise him on treasurer@aeroneers.com



or any Committee Member.

The club needs to pay the Insurance Fees to the NZMAA prior to July 1st to ensure all Club
Members are covered by the MFNZ Public Liability Insurance.
You need to be a paid member to fly at the Club Airfields!
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FINAL APPROACH
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